ADOPTION AGREEMENT
Adopter’s Information
Your Name:

Email Address:

Address
City

State

Best Phone:

Other Phone:

Zip

Pet Information
Type of Pet:

Name of Pet:

Breed:

Sex:

Age/DOB:

Color:

□ Female

□ Male

□ Altered

Other Information:

Adopter’s Agreement
Please review and initial each statement below:
I agree that the Pet is being adopted for myself, and that as an adult, I will be the primary caretaker. I
agree the Pet will never be sold, adopted, or given to another party.
I agree that is Pet is being adopted as a companion Pet only and will not be used for breeding or as a
food source for other animals, like snakes.
I agree to care for the Pet in a humane manner and be a responsible Pet guardian. This includes
providing nutritious foods, clean water, indoor shelter, a large open habitat, love and attention,
Veterinary care, and protection from dangers like dogs and young children. I understand I may be asked
to return the Pet if I fail to provide care as per Piggie Poo’s Standards of Care.
I will immediately notify PIGGIE POO if I am unable to keep this Pet for any reason. I agree to return
the Pet to PIGGIE POO promptly. I understand all monies paid to PIGGIE POO are non-refundable.
The Pet is presumed healthy. I understand that PIGGIE POO cannot guarantee health, temperament, or
age of the Pet. PIGGIE POO is not responsible for any conditions for which clinical symptoms are not in
evidence at the time of adoption. If the Pet is determined ill or otherwise undesirable within 7 days of
adoption, I agree to return the Pet to PIGGIE POO in exchange for another similar Pet.
I give PIGGIE POO permission to contact me at a reasonable time to ensure the Pet is being cared for
as per PIGGIE POO’s Standards of Care. I agree to keep PIGGIE POO informed of my current home
address and phone number. If I fail to promptly and amicably communicate with the Rescue, I
understand I may be asked to return the Pet. I prefer to be contacted by  Phone Text  eMail at
_____________________________________.
PIGGIE POO is a non-profit animal welfare organization. I acknowledge that the purpose of this
Agreement is to safeguard the health and well-being of the Pet, to protect the Pet against neglect,
abuse, and cruelty, and that I enter into this Agreement freely and with good will.
Failure to abide by these terms is considered a breach of contract and I will be asked to return the Pet to PIGGIE
POO and I will not be permitted to adopt from the PIGGIE POO and any and all sister rescue groups in the future.

Adopter's Signature

www.piggiepoo.org

Date

∙

602.412.4952

∙

Phoenix, Arizona

Save a Life. Adopt a Pet.

